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Populations and Probabilities

Given an initial genome population:

G={ng≥ x≥1∣g1 , g 2 , g3 , ... , g x ,... , gn g−1 , gn g}

Where g x  is the x th  genome in the population G, and ng  is the number of 
genomes present in the population.

We define:

M={nm≥ x≥1∣m1 ,m2 ,... ,mx ,... ,mnm−1 ,mnm}

Where  m x  is  the  x th  genome in the population of mutated offspring M of 
parents G, and nm  is the number of offspring produced by G and included in M.

We further define ne  as the number of individuals expected to survive from M 
and  produce  further  offspring,  and  P s mx   as  the  chance  of  survival  of 
individual m x  undergoing the selective pressure that will reduce the population 
M from nm  to ne .

The sum total of all the probabilities for M will thus equal ne , or:

∑ P sM =ne

And the average chance of survival, (or the chance of survival for an individual 
with an average genome,) will thus be:

P s mavg=
∑ P sM 

nm
=
ne
nm

P s mavg=
ne
nm



Definition of Fitness

The fitness of an individual F m x is then defined such that:

F ma
F mb

=
P sma
P s mb

In this case, an individual's fitness will have a direct relation to its chance of 
survival relative to the other individuals in its population.

If, then, we define:

F ma≡mP sma

we obtain the following:

F ma
F mb

=
m P s ma
mP smb

which is equivalent to our original definition, for m , a positive scalar.

Here m  is  arbitrary in relation to the individual's probability,  but not when 
individuals are compared against each other; the scalar m  must be consistent 
throughout the population, but need not be consistent across generations.

Since:

P s mavg=
ne
nm

then:

m P s mavg=m
ne
nm

F mavg=m
ne
nm

m=F mavg
nm
ne

And since:



F mavg=
∑ F M 
nm

then:

m=
∑ F M 
nm

nm
ne

m=
∑ F M 

ne

So the scalar m  is dependent on the total fitness and the expected number of 
survivors  alone.  Moreover,  we  can  now  determine  an  individual's  chance  of 
success using the following:

F m x=mP sm x

P s mx =
F mx 
m

P s mx =
F m x

∑ F M 
ne

An individual's survival, then, is not so much dependent on the total number of 
individuals to choose from as the total fitness of those individuals. (Of course, 
more individuals means more total fitness, so the values are still related.) The 
number of expected survivors, then, acts as an indicator of selective pressure – 
the lower ne  is set to, the higher the selective pressure must be to bring about 
this change.

An individual's chance of success can also be determined as follows:

F m x=mP sm x

F m x=F mavg
nm
ne
P sm x

P s mx =
F m x
F mavg

ne
nm

Which  is  an  individual's  fitness  compared  to  the  average  fitness,  times  the 
average survival rate. This is, perhaps, the more intuitive of the two formulas.



Limits to  Alpha and Ne

The limiting factor to ne , and, consequently  m is the probability of survival 
of an individual with the maximum fitness value in the population ( P s mmax ). 

Since no probability of survival can be above 1.0 (100%), we have:

F mmax=m P smmax

F mmax
m

=P smmax≤1

F mmax
m

≤1

m≥F mmax

And hence,

F mmax≤m=
∑ F M 
ne

F mmax≤
∑ F M 

ne

ne≤
∑ F M 
F mmax

or,

ne≤nm
F mavg
F mmax

A fitness scalar must therefore be at least as large as the maximum fitness value 
that is present in the population.  Likewise, the number of expected survivors 
cannot exceed the total fitness divided by the maximum fitness value included in 
its population.



Evolutionary Advancement

For evolutionary advancement to occur,  the average fitness of the population 
must increase from generation to generation:

F m' avgF gavg 
Evolutionary Advancement

Where m ' avg  is an average surviving child, and gavg  is an average parent.

This can also be defined as follows:

∑ F M ' 
nm'


∑ F G
ng

Evolutionary Advancement

Where  nm' is the number of children that survive to reproduce and M' is the 
actual child population.

There are four main ways that this increase in the average fitness can be brought 
about. These include:

1. Positive mutations can occur.
2. Better fit  parents can produce multiple  children and these children can 

out-survive their neighbors.
3. The size of the population can change.
4. Environmental conditions can change, altering or shifting the fitness values 

of individuals relative to one another.

The first method occurs whenever a positive mutation is gained. For example, 
given a parent population:

F G ={22,20,18,17} ,F g avg=19.25

If g1  mutates such that F m' 1=23 , we have:

F M ' ={23,20,18,17}, F m' avg=19.50

An average increase in the fitness of the population.

The second method occurs when a parent has two neutral children:

F G={22,20, 18,17} ,F gavg =19.25

F M ={22,22, 20,18, 17}, ne=4



F M ' ={22,22,20,18}, F m' avg=21.25

An average increase in the fitness of the population.

The third method occurs when the population size changes:

F G={22,20,18,17}, F  gavg=19.25

F M ={22,20,18,17} , ne=2

F M ' ={22, 20}, F m ' avg=21.00

An average increase in the fitness of the population.

A combination of these three methods is also possible:

F G={22,20, 18,17} ,F g avg=19.25

F M ={23, 22,20, 18,17}, ne=2

F M ' ={23, 22}, F m ' avg=22.50

An average increase in the fitness of the population.

The fourth method involves changes in the conditions that underly the individual 
fitness values. In general, it would work in the following way:

F G ={22,20,18, 17}, F gavg=19.25

F M ={22,20,18,17},F mavg=19.25

- Environmental Change -

F M ' ={29, 14,16, 21}, F m ' avg=20.00

An average increase in the fitness of the population.

This change comes about wholly according to the environmental changes. (The 
genome remained the same as it was before, only the fitness levels changed due 
to the increase in the population's ability to survive under the new conditions.)

For novel advancement to occur, (advancement that does not come about only by 
dominance of  latent  genetic  information,)  the  first  of  the  four  methods  must 
occur. In point of fact, the first of the methods must be the overall driving force 
of  evolution  if  it  is  to  produce new and more complex  structures.  While  the 
second and third methods do increase the average fitness, they do so merely by 
homogenizing the population towards the higher genomes already present in the 
population. They can be used to aid in the preservation of the more fit genomes, 



but they cannot drive the population to higher and more advanced genomes.

The fourth method can potentially increase the average, but this increase could 
only be due to either pure chance (which is unlikely, or at least no more likely 
than the first method could be), or by genetic features that had already been 
developed in previous environments (in which case the real advancement would 
have come earlier from the first method). For actual advancement from lower to 
higher forms, the actual genome must be changed – this fact is unavoidable.



Natural Selection

The total final expected fitness of a population of genomes after selection will 
depend on the fitness values of the genomes that make up the population. In 
general, the expected fitness contribution per individual will be that individual's 
fitness  times  its  probability  of  survival.  The  total  final  expected  fitness  of  a 
population of genomes after selection will thus be:

∑ F e M ' =∑ F m xP sm x

∑ F e M ' =
∑ F mx 

2
m

∑ F e M ' =
∑ F m x

2

∑ F M 
ne

F e m' avg=
∑ F m x

2

∑ F M 

F e m' avg=
∑ F M 2

∑ F M 

Given that the standard variance of the population M is:

m
2 = 1
nm

∑
i=1

nm

F mi−F mavg
2

m
2 = 1
nm

∑
i=1

nm

F mi
2F mavgF mavg −2 F mi

m
2 = 1
nm

∑ F M 2F mavg ∑
i=1

nm

F mavg−2 F mi

m
2 = 1
nm

∑ F M 2F mavg F mavgnm−2∑
i=1

nm

F mi

m
2 = 1
nm

∑ F M 2F mavg ∑ F M −2∑ F M 

m
2 = 1
nm

∑ F M 2−F mavg ∑ F M 



m
2 = 1
nm

∑ F M 2−nm F mavg
2

m
2 =∑ F M 2

nm
−F mavg

2

Which gives us:

m
2 F mavg

2=∑ F M 2
nm

∑ F M 2=nmm
2 F mavg 

2

Substituting in our original equation, we get:

F e m' avg=
nmm

2 F mavg
2

∑ F M 

F e m' avg=
nmm

2 F mavg
2

nmF mavg 

F e m' avg=F mavg
m

2

F mavg 

Thus, the expected average fitness after selection depends on the average fitness 
before  selection  and  the  standard  variance  from  that  average  (the  standard 
variance of the fitness of the population before selection).

Selection according to fitness, then, (i.e. our model of Natural Selection,) will 
raise the average expected fitness by  m

2 /F mavg , the standard variance over 
the average fitness  of  the group that  the selection is  acting upon.  Since the 
standard variance is always positive, we must have:

F e m' avg ≥F mavg

However, selection can be of no advantage where there is no variation in the 
population. If m

2 =0 there will be no expected change in the average fitness of 
the population after selection takes place.



Maximum Variance

To determine the maximum theoretical standard variance from an average value 
specified for a value-bounded set, the squares must be maximized. If the range of 
values  is  from  pa  to  pb ,  and  the  average  value  is  m ,  the  maximum 
variance can be calculated fairly simply.

The largest variances possible will be found where the largest possible gaps are. 
These are from pa tom  = m− pa , and from m to pb  = pb−m . The values attained 
from each of these gaps must contribute to an average value of m . To do this, 
we require:

m=
qa paqb pb
qaqb

Where qa  is the quantity of pa and qb  is the quantity of pb .

The standard variance will then be:

max
2 =

qam−pa
2qb pb−m

2

qaqb

max
2 =

qam
2pa

2−2m paqb  pb
2m2−2m pb

qaqb

max
2 =

qaqbm
2

qaqb

qa pa

2qb pb
2

qaqb
−2m

qa paqb pb
qaqb

Simplifying the first term in this equation and substituting the previous equation 
into it, we obtain:

max
2 =m2

qa pa
2qb pb

2

qaqb
−2m2

max
2 =

qa pa
2qb pb

2

qaqb
−m2

Again, from the first equation we can directly derive:

qa pa=m qaqb−qb pb

And its counterpart:

qb pb=m qaqb−qa pa



Substituting these into our working equation, we have:

max
2 =

pamqaqb−qb pbpbm qaqb−qa pa
qaqb

−m2

max
2 =

mqaqb papb
qaqb

−
qaqb pa pb

qaqb
−m2

max
2 =m  pa pb−pa pb−m

2

max
2 =m pb−m−pa pb−m

max
2 =m− pa pb−m

Which is simply the product of the two maximum gaps.

The maximum standard variance for the population M, where  F mavg  is the 
average  fitness  of  the  population  and  the  maximum fitness  is  F mmax  will 
therefore be:

max
2 =F mavgF mmax−F mavg 

Therefore, the maximum possible average expected value after natural selection 
must always be:

F e m' avg max=F mavg
max

2

F mavg

F e m' avgmax=F mavg
F mavgF mmax−F mavg

F mavg 

F e m' avgmax=F mavgF mmax−F mavg

F e m' avgmax=F mmax

Which should be expected, and therefore verifies the above equations.



Fisher's Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection

Those who are perceptive may have noticed the correspondence between our 
equation for natural selection and Fisher's fundamental theorem of natural 
selection. Fisher defines his theorem in the following manner:

The rate of increase in fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its 
genetic variance in fitness at that time.1

This can be rewritten as:

w '=ww
2

Where  w '  is  the weighted average fitness of the population after selection, 
w  is the weighted average fitness of the population before fitness, and w

2  is 
the standard variance of the weighted values in the population.

It is a relatively simple task to show that this agrees with the version of the 
formula developed in the foregoing sections:

F e m' avg=F mavg
m

2

F mavg 

Since Fisher uses weighted values in his calculations, we have:

w x=
F m x
F mavg 

Thus, Fisher's version can be rewritten as follows:

F m' avg 
F mavg

=
F mavg
F mavg

∑
i=1

n 1
n F mavg F mavg 

−
F mi
F mavg

2

F m' avg 
F mavg

=
F mavg
F mavg

∑
i=1

n 1
n  F mavg −F miF mavg 

2

F m' avg 
F mavg

=
F mavg
F mavg

 1
F mavg

2∑
i=1

n 1
n  F mavg−F mi

2

F m' avg 
F mavg

=
F mavg
F mavg


m

2

F mavg
2

1 Fisher, R.A. (1930). The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection. Clarendon Press, Oxford.



Multiplying this result by F mavg  gives us:

F m' avg=F mavg
m

2

F mavg 

Which is the version we originally set out to prove.



Natural Selection vs. Dawkins' Selection

In the previous section, it was determined that the total final expected fitness of 
a population of genomes after selection can be calculated as:

F e m' avg=F mavg
m

2

F mavg 

Here, the expected average fitness after selection depends on the average fitness 
before selection and the standard variance (before selection) from that average. 
Selection  according  to  fitness,  then,  will  be  expected  to  raise  the  average 
expected fitness by about  m

2 /F mavg , the standard variance over the average 
fitness of the group that the selection is acting upon.

To  put  this  into  perspective,  we  can  diagram the  expected  result  of  natural 
selection on the population's fitness distribution curve as follows:

Figure 6.1: Natural Selection on a “Negative” Curve

Here, the average fitness value is well under the maximum fitness value possible 
for  the given environment (for  our purposes,  we will  call  this  the “Negative” 
curve). The dark grey curve represents the fitness distribution of the population 
before selection,  while the light grey curve represents the distribution of the 
population after selection according to fitness.

The  selection  curve  maintains  the  general  bell-shaped  curve  of  the  original 
population and is shifted forward slightly so that the average value has increased 
by  the  expected  m

2 /F mavg .  (The center  line  on  each curve  represents  the 
mean value - the center line of each “selection” curve was calculated according 
to the formula stated above.)



Another example of a selection curve can be seen as follows:

Figure 6.2: Natural Selection on a “Neutral” Curve

We will call this a “neutral” curve for our purposes, because the average value of 
this  curve falls precisely in the middle of the maximum and minimum fitness 
values possible for this given environment. Note that the selection curve passes 
through the mean of this curve exactly half-way through the line. This is due to 
the  fact  that  at  this  point  the  fitness  value  is  exactly  half  of  the  maximum 
possible, and therefore the selection value is exactly 50% of the maximum.

The  standard deviation  in  this  example  is  larger  than that  of  the  “negative” 
curve, and therefore the mean of the selection curve has increased by a greater 
amount than in the previous example. In practice, the standard deviation could 
not  be  anywhere  near  that  shown in  these  examples,  but  for  demonstration 
purposes it is suitable to use larger values so that they are easier to visualize. 

For our final comparison, a “positive” curve will be shown.

Figure 6.3: Natural Selection on a “Positive” Curve



There are a couple of features of this curve that are worth noting:

First, this curve has the exact same standard deviation that the “negative” curve 
has, but with a higher mean. Note, then, that the increase in the mean is less for 
this curve than it was for the “negative” curve. This is due to the increase in the 
initial mean value. Since the shift forward can be calculated as  m

2 /F mavg , a 
higher mean value in the population being selected means a larger denominator, 
and this results in a smaller shift. In fact, the closer a population is to having 
optimal  fitness,  the  smaller  the  effect  of  natural  selection  will  be  on  that 
population.

Second,  since  this  population's  average  fitness  is  greater  than  that  of  the 
“negative” curve, the resulting “positive” curve takes up more of the original 
population's area than the “negative” curve does.

So, now that we've looked at what type of effect natural selection will have on a 
real population, it's time to look at what type of selection evolutionists generally 
employ.  This  type of  selection is  exemplified  in Dawkins'  “weasel”  algorithm. 
Although this selection mechanism is based on fitness, the fitness values are not 
employed in the same way as natural selection would work in reality.

For a “negative” curve, Dawkins' selection method would appear as follows:

Figure 6.4: Dawkins' Selection on a “Negative” Curve

Dawkins bases his selection mechanism not on probabilities, but on raw fitness 
values. In this scheme, values are selected simply according to which ones are 
the highest. The selective “pressure” exerted on the population can be set by 
specifying exactly how many of the original values will remain after selection. 



The remaining two curves are as follows:

Figure 6.5: Dawkins' Selection on a “Neutral” Curve

Figure 6.6: Dawkins' Selection on a “Positive” Curve

Two major differences between the two types of selection are worthy of note:

First, for Dawkins' method, only the top “n” values will be selected in the end – 
none of the lowest values can ever be selected (unless there is minimal to no 
selection).  This  makes it  possible  to arbitrarily  increase the power of natural 
selection on the population, since higher population values and a lower number 
of  values  selected  for  will  always  increase  the  effectiveness  of  the  selection 
(wherever possible).

The  actual  effectiveness  of  natural  selection,  on  the  other  hand,  cannot  be 
arbitrarily  increased  by  increasing  the  “selective  pressure”  in  this  manner. 
Unless the population is propped up artificially (which would be counter-active to 
evolution),  the  proportion  of  each  fitness  value  does  not  change  due  to  an 



increase or decrease in the population's selection size. A decrease in the target 
population size must follow the proportions laid out by the probabilities involved 
in each individual's fitness value.

Some might argue to the contrary, citing various bacterial studies, etc., where a 
type of selective pressure was increased and a large change in the fitness of the 
population  was  able  to  occur  –  contra  the  above  assertion.  These  examples, 
however, do not properly apply to the above examples of natural selection; in 
these experiments, natural selection would be acting upon the population within 
the  framework  of  an  entirely  different  environment  than  the  environment  in 
which the bacteria naturally exist. Thus, the selective environment has changed, 
not properly the degree of selective pressure.

In these cases, the experimenter generally tries to amplify the requirement for a 
trait  that  is  known to exist  in  a small  quantity  already,  such that  only  those 
organisms that have an unusually disproportionate dominance of a specific trait 
(generally at the expense of the traits that are more important in their natural 
environment) can deal with this environment and survive. Although interesting, 
this  type  of  study  does  little  to  advance  the  evolutionist's  case,  since  the 
experimenters both know that the capability already exists, and, in the end, only 
produce organisms that are less fit in their truly natural environment. While this 
type of pressure can produce large changes in the population's genetic makeup, 
it  is  itself  quite  unnatural  and  does  little  to  provide  a  driving  force  for 
progressive evolution.

The second major difference between the two types of selection is related to the 
first; since the size of the population that survives is arbitrary and the selection 
is based on the fitness values of the population, not on the probabilities related 
to these values, the fitness change can be made constant, regardless of the mean 
fitness of the population being selected. This means that the selective force can 
be maximized no matter how high, or low, the average fitness of the population 
is. While this factor may not be as drastic as is the arbitrarily high efficiency 
issue that results from size selection, it does contribute to an exaggeration of the 
effectiveness and power of “natural selection” in the evolutionist's simulations.

Given these  factors,  it  is  safe  to  say that  the  selection  method  employed by 
Dawkins in his weasel analogy and by other evolutionists in their simulations are 
entirely inaccurate and misleading. Selection based on fitness values apart from 
their related probabilities will  always produce results that are far better than 
reality could ever offer, and therefore cannot properly be used to demonstrate 
the reasonableness of the theory of progressive evolution.



Expected Fitness Change After Mutation

Given a initial genome sequence in which the following conditions are met:

a) The genome sequence can be split  into  w  elements, each having  k  
possible permutations.

b) The mutation rate r  per element is consistent across the genome.
c) A single mutation can transform any given element into any of the other 

possible element permutations.
d) The total fitness value of for the genome is equivalent to the sum of the 

contributions of each of the elements (i.e. the fitness values of each of the 
elements are not dependent on the values of their neighbour elements.)

If F hx   is the fitness contribution of an individual element, and if F e hrnd  is 
the expected fitness for a random element, (the average combined fitness of all 
of the permutations possible for an element,) we have:

F e grnd=w⋅F e hrnd

That  is,  the  expected fitness  for  a  random genome is  equal  to  the  expected 
fitness for a random element times the number of elements in the genome.

Now, for a given element,  F hx  , the expected fitness for a random element 
can be expressed as follows:

F ehrnd=
1
k
F hx ∑

i=1, i≠x

k 1
k
F h i

F ehrnd=
1
k
F hx  ∑

i=1, i≠ x

k

F hi

Therefore,

∑
i=1,i≠ x

k

F hi=k⋅F e hrnd−F hx 

Now on mutation, for a true mutation to occur, the element must change from 
what it was before into one of the other possible element permutations. Thus, the 
expected fitness after mutation ( F et xmut ) must be:

F et xmut= ∑
i=1, i≠ x

k F hi
k−1



F et xmut=
1

k−1 ∑
i=1,i≠ x

k

F hi

And, from what we discovered above, this means:

F et xmut=
k⋅F e hrnd−F hx

 k−1

The fitness change per element can then be calculated fairly easily:

F et xmut=F hxF e t x mut

F et xmut=Fe t xmut−F hx

F et xmut=
k⋅F e hrnd−F hx 

 k−1
−F hx

F et xmut=
k⋅Fe hrnd−F hx −k−1⋅F hx

k−1

F et xmut=
k⋅Fe hrnd−k⋅F hx

k−1

F et xmut=
k

k−1
F e hrnd−F hx 

Given that r  is the mutation rate per element, the expected fitness change per 
element for the next generation will then be:

F et x=r⋅F et xmut

F et x=
r k

k−1
F ehrnd−F hx

Summing over the entire genome, we have:

F emx =∑
i=1

w

 r k
k−1

F e hrnd−F hx

F emx =
r k

k−1∑i=1

w

Fe hrnd−F hx 

F emx =
r k

k−1
∑
i=1

w

F e hrnd−∑
i=1

w

F hx 



F emx =
r k

k−1
w⋅F e hrnd−F g x

F emx =
r k

k−1
F e g rnd−F g x

To get the average expected change over the entire population, we simply take 
the sum of the changes in the population, and divide by the population size.

Since our calculations assume a fixed number of children per parent,  we can 
calculate the expected average according to the parents' size as follows:

F emavg=
1
ng
∑
i=1

n g r k
k−1

Fe g rnd−F g x

F emavg=
r k

ng k−1∑i=1

n g

F e g rnd−F gx 

F emavg=
ng⋅r⋅k
ng k−1

F eg rnd−
r k

ng k−1∑i=1

ng

F g x

F emavg=
r k

k−1
F e g rnd−

ng⋅r⋅k
ngk−1

F g avg

F emavg=
r k

k−1
F e g rnd−F gavg 

The function that results is linear, with a maximum value of:

r k
k−1

F e g rnd  for F gavg =0  

And a minimum value of:

r k
k−1

F e g rnd−F g max  for F gavg =F g max

A value of zero is attained when F gavg =F e g rnd . 

As long as F gavg   is less than the expected random value, the fitness can be 
expected to increase. After a fitness value above the expected random value is 
obtained, natural selection must be utilized in order to overcome the negative 
trend.



Expected Fitness Change After Single Mutation

For Dawkins' method, we always have exactly one element mutated per genome, 
thus, we will have:

F emx , j =F et jmut ∑
i=1, i≠ j

w

F hi

Where F emx , j   is the expected fitness value of the genome, g x  mutated at 
the jth position.

This is equivalent to:

F e mx , j =F e t jmut∑
i=1

w

F h i−F h j

F e mx , j =∑
i=1

w

F hiF e t jmut−F h j

F emx , j =F g xF e t jmut−F h j

From the previous section, we know:

F e t jmut=
k⋅Fe hrnd−F h j

k−1

Therefore:

F e mx , j =F g x k⋅Fe hrnd−F h jk−1
−F h j

F e mx , j =F g x
k⋅Fe hrnd
k−1

−F h j1 1
k−1 

F e mx , j =F g x
k
k−1 F ehrnd−F h j

The expected value F emx   in general can then be easily calculated: since the 
location of j will be random, we have:

F e mx =
1
w∑j=1

w

F e mx , j 



F e mx =
1
w ∑j=1

w

F g x k
k−1 F ehrnd−F h j

F emx =
1
w
w F g x 

k
w k−1∑j=1

w

F e hrnd−F h j
F emx =F g x

k
w k−1 w F e hrnd−∑j=1

w

F h j
F emx =F g x

k
w k−1 F eg rnd−F h j

To get the fitness change per genome, we have:

F e mx =F g xF e m x

F emx =F emx −F g x

F emx =F g x
k

w k−1 F e g rnd−F h j−F g x

F emx =
k

w k−1 F eg rnd−F h j

Which is equivalent to the previously derived, general method with  r=1/w  . 
This  makes sense,  since Dawkins'  method has one mutation per genome per 
generation, which amounts to a mutation rate of 1/w  per element.

By analogy, then, the average fitness change over the entire genome will then 
be:

F emavg=
k

w k−1
F e g rnd−F gavg 

With the same properties as the general function, with r=1/w .



Dawkins' Algorithm

In  order  to  demonstrate  the  effects  of  a  proper  implementation  of  natural 
selection on the results of evolutionist algorithms, it would be pertinent to first 
duplicate the results of one of the better known and most widely cited algorithms 
to  have  been  put  forward  by  evolutionists  so  far.  This  algorithm  is  Richard 
Dawkins' famous “Weasel” algorithm, described in Chapter 3 of his book, “The 
Blind Watchmaker”:

We again use our computer monkey, but with a crucial difference in its 
program. It again begins by choosing a random sequence of 28 letters, 
just as before ... it duplicates it repeatedly, but with a certain chance of 
random error – 'mutation' – in the copying. The computer examines the 
mutant  nonsense  phrases,  the  'progeny'  of  the  original  phrase,  and 
chooses  the  one which,  however  slightly,  most  resembles  the  target 
phrase, METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL. 2

Dawkins uses a single point mutation per generation for each offspring derived 
from the original. There are 100 offspring per generation, and the final result is 
obtained in under 50 generations (generally). It is clear from the above quotation 
that the mutant with the highest fitness value will always be selected for in this 
algorithm.

A fairly simple and relatively quick version of this algorithm is listed below, along 
with its output. A more realistic version of this algorithm that uses more realistic 
calculations in its implementation of natural selection will be presented in the 
next section.

Source Code Listing (VB6):

Option Explicit 

Public Const TARGET_STRING As String = "METHINKS@IT@IS@LIKE@A@WEASEL" 
Public Const OFFSPRING_PER_GENERATION = 100 

Private mlngTarget() As Long 
Private mlngParent() As Long 
Private mlngLength As Long 
Private mlngGeneration As Long 

Public Sub Main() 
  
   Dim lngDisplay As Long 
  
   Randomize Timer 

2 Dawkins, R. (1986) The Blind Watchmaker, Oxford University Press. 



   Call StringToLong(TARGET_STRING, mlngTarget) 
  
   Call GenerateInitial 

   lngDisplay = 1 
   Do While CalculateScore(mlngParent) > 0 
       If mlngGeneration = lngDisplay Then 
           Call ShowResult 
           lngDisplay = lngDisplay * 10 
       End If 
      
       Call GenerateOffspring 
   Loop 
  
   If mlngGeneration * 10 <> lngDisplay Then 
       ShowResult 
   End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub GenerateInitial() 
  
   Dim lngIndex As Long 
  
   mlngLength = Len(TARGET_STRING) 
   ReDim mlngParent(1 To mlngLength) 
   mlngGeneration = 1 
   For lngIndex = 1 To mlngLength 
       mlngParent(lngIndex) = Int(Rnd * 27) 
   Next lngIndex 
  
End Sub 

Public Sub StringToLong(ByRef StringIn As String, ByRef LongOut() As 
Long) 

   Dim lngIndex As Long 

   ReDim LongOut(1 To Len(StringIn)) 
   For lngIndex = 1 To Len(StringIn) 
       LongOut(lngIndex) = AscW(Mid$(StringIn, lngIndex, 1)) - 64 
   Next lngIndex 

End Sub 

Public Function LongToString(ByRef LongIn() As Long) As String 

   Dim lngIndex As Long 

   LongToString = vbNullString 
   For lngIndex = LBound(LongIn) To UBound(LongIn) 
       LongToString = LongToString & Chr$(LongIn(lngIndex) + 64) 



   Next lngIndex 

End Function 

Private Sub GenerateOffspring() 

   Dim lngIndex As Long 
   Dim lngBest() As Long 
   Dim lngNext() As Long 

   lngBest = mlngParent 
   Call Mutate(lngBest(Int(Rnd * mlngLength) + 1)) 

   For lngIndex = 2 To OFFSPRING_PER_GENERATION 
       lngNext = mlngParent 
       Call Mutate(lngNext(Int(Rnd * mlngLength) + 1)) 

       If CalculateScore(lngNext) < CalculateScore(lngBest) Then 
           lngBest = lngNext 
       End If 
   Next lngIndex 

   mlngParent = lngBest 
   mlngGeneration = mlngGeneration + 1 

End Sub 

Private Sub Mutate(ByRef FromVal As Long) 
          
   FromVal = (FromVal + Int(Rnd * 26) + 1) Mod 27 

End Sub 

Private Function CalculateScore(ByRef CompareTo() As Long) As Long 

   Dim lngIndex As Long 
  
   For lngIndex = 1 To mlngLength 
       If mlngTarget(lngIndex) <> CompareTo(lngIndex) Then 
           CalculateScore = CalculateScore + 1 
       End If 
   Next lngIndex 

End Function 

Private Sub ShowResult() 

   Debug.Print "Generation " & mlngGeneration & ": " & _          
               Replace$(LongToString(mlngParent), "@", " ") & _ 
               " [" & CalculateScore(mlngParent) & "]" 

End Sub



Program Output: 

Generation 1: XFLOOOWJIW X KEFZBWO XXGVBUP [28] 
Generation 10: XELHWOWJII   S FIBWO XWGVBUP [20] 
Generation 45: METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL [0]



Dawkins' Algorithm Revised

In order to check how well  Dawkins'  algorithm compares to a more realistic 
implementation of  natural  selection,  the following code (see below) has  been 
written.  Both  implementations  can  be  achieved  by  switching  the  compiler 
directive  from  DAWKINS_ON  to  either  0  or  1.  DAWKINS_ON  =  1  will  use 
Dawkins'  implementation,  while using DAWKINS_ON = 0 will  use the natural 
selection simulation described below.

To select a new parent by its fitness value is rather simple. We have only one 
new parent to choose from the batch according to fitness, so all we need to do is 
add up the fitness values of all the offspring, and select an offspring to be a new 
parent randomly, using this total fitness value.

For example, if we have three offspring with fitness values 5, 7, and 8, the total 
fitness value is 20. So we take a random number between 1 and 20, let's say 14, 
and determine the offspring as follows: 14 > 5, so we don't use the first. 14 - 5 = 
9 remaining. 9 > 7, so we don't use the second. 9 - 7 = 2 remaining. 2 < 8, so we 
use the last one, with a fitness value of 8.

This is the simplest algorithm that can be used to randomly choose an offspring 
to be the new parent according to the fitness values in the group. Offspring who 
have a larger fitness value have a greater likelihood of being chosen, and such a 
selection will follow the rules of natural selection. Both results are demonstrated 
in the output at the end. 

So why does the more natural method of selection fail to come anywhere near 
achieving the target sequence? At a certain point the selective advantage that 
any  random  fitness  increase  may  give  to  an  individual  is  outweighed  by  a 
multitude  of  negative  mutations  within  the  population.  As  the  population's 
average  fitness  value  increases,  the  likelihood  of  negative  mutations  in  the 
population increases greatly. And since selection is based on a probability that is 
consistent with an individual's fitness rather than on a ranking according to it's 
fitness  value,  at  some  point  it  will  be  more  likely  that  an  individual  with  a 
negative or neutral change to their fitness will be chosen than that one with an 
increase in its fitness will be chosen.

Source Code Listing (VB6):

Option Explicit

#Const DAWKINS_ON = 0

Public Const TARGET_STRING As String = "METHINKS@IT@IS@LIKE@A@WEASEL"
Public Const OFFSPRING_PER_PARENT As Long = 100 
Public Const MUTATION_RATE As Double = 1



Private Type Individual
    AminoCode() As Long
    Score As Long
End Type

Private miTarget As Individual
Private miParent As Individual
Private miChildren(1 To OFFSPRING_PER_PARENT) As Individual
Private mlngLength As Long
Private mlngGeneration As Long
Private mbolDarwin As Boolean

Public Sub Main()

    Dim lngDisplay As Long
    
    Randomize Timer
                
    mlngLength = Len(TARGET_STRING)
    Call StringToLong(TARGET_STRING, miTarget.AminoCode)
    
    Call GenerateInitial
    
    lngDisplay = 1
    Do While miParent.Score < mlngLength
        If mlngGeneration = lngDisplay Then
            Call ShowResult
            lngDisplay = lngDisplay * 10
        End If
        
        Call GenerateOffspring
    Loop
            
    If mlngGeneration * 10 <> lngDisplay Then
        ShowResult
    End If

End Sub

Private Sub GenerateInitial()
        
    Dim lngIndex As Long
            
    mlngGeneration = 1
        
    With miParent
        ReDim .AminoCode(1 To mlngLength)
                    
        For lngIndex = 1 To mlngLength
            .AminoCode(lngIndex) = Int(Rnd * 27)
        Next lngIndex



    
        Call CalculateScore(miParent)
    End With
    
End Sub

Public Sub StringToLong(ByRef StringIn As String, ByRef LongOut() As 
Long)

    Dim lngIndex As Long

    ReDim LongOut(1 To Len(StringIn))
    For lngIndex = 1 To Len(StringIn)
        LongOut(lngIndex) = AscW(Mid$(StringIn, lngIndex, 1)) - 64
    Next lngIndex

End Sub

Public Function LongToString(ByRef LongIn() As Long) As String

    Dim lngIndex As Long

    LongToString = vbNullString
    For lngIndex = LBound(LongIn) To UBound(LongIn)
        LongToString = LongToString & Chr$(LongIn(lngIndex) + 64)
    Next lngIndex

End Function

Private Sub GenerateOffspring()
    
    Dim lngIndex As Long
            
    For lngIndex = 1 To OFFSPRING_PER_PARENT
        miChildren(lngIndex) = miParent
        
        If Int(Rnd * (1 / MUTATION_RATE)) = 0 Then
            Call MutateString(miChildren(lngIndex))
        End If
        
        Call CalculateScore(miChildren(lngIndex))
    Next lngIndex
    
    Call SelectChildren
    
    mlngGeneration = mlngGeneration + 1

End Sub

Private Sub SelectChildren()
    
    Dim lngChild As Long



    Dim lngTotalScore As Long
    Dim lngTargetScore As Long
    
    #If DAWKINS_ON = 1 Then
        miParent = miChildren(1)
        For lngChild = 2 To OFFSPRING_PER_PARENT
            If miChildren(lngChild).Score > miParent.Score Then
                miParent = miChildren(lngChild)
            End If
        Next lngChild
    #Else
        'Add up the total score (i.e. fitness) of the population.
        lngTotalScore = 0
        For lngChild = 1 To OFFSPRING_PER_PARENT
            lngTotalScore = lngTotalScore + miChildren(lngChild).Score
        Next lngChild
        
        lngTargetScore = Int(Rnd * lngTotalScore) + 1
        
        lngTotalScore = 0
        For lngChild = 1 To OFFSPRING_PER_PARENT
            lngTotalScore = lngTotalScore + miChildren(lngChild).Score
            If lngTotalScore >= lngTargetScore Then
                miParent = miChildren(lngChild)
                Exit For
            End If
        Next lngChild
    #End If
    
End Sub

Private Sub MutateString(ByRef MutateFrom As Individual)

    Call MutateChar(MutateFrom.AminoCode(Int(Rnd * mlngLength) + 1))

End Sub

Private Sub MutateChar(ByRef FromVal As Long)
              
    FromVal = (FromVal + Int(Rnd * 26) + 1) Mod 27

End Sub

Private Sub CalculateScore(ByRef CompareTo As Individual)

    Dim lngIndex As Long
    
    With CompareTo
        .Score = 0
        
        For lngIndex = 1 To mlngLength
            If miTarget.AminoCode(lngIndex) = .AminoCode(lngIndex) Then



                .Score = .Score + 1
            End If
        Next lngIndex
    End With

End Sub

Private Sub ShowResult()
        
    With miParent
        Debug.Print "Generation " & mlngGeneration & ": " & _
                    Replace$(LongToString(.AminoCode), "@", " ") & _
                    " [" & Format$(.Score, "###,##0.00") & "]"
    End With

End Sub

Program Output (DAWKINS_ON = 1):

Generation 1: PEVGIXGQVCRHHPZLVIDZIVWSWIGZ [4.00]
Generation 10: PEVGIXGRVCR HPYLVIEZA WEWSEZ [11.00]
Generation 45: METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL [28.00]

Program Output (DAWKINS_ON = 0):

Generation 1: FWXPQZTNQWXCBEEPTX SDXNOIJLC [0.00]
Generation 10: FWXPQZTNQWXCBEKPTL IAXOOIOLL [2.00]
Generation 100: XEZKJKS DWOEYHQZ KCGACP LOLH [3.00]
Generation 1000: VVUJXPSEFOUCFHDC WENAEKCSXTL [3.00]
Generation 10000: CFASSUUC PQBUWLZAQELHWDTNRDD [2.00]
Generation 100000: RBHAZYZZVAOAZB RJUEBXHPEYPWC [3.00]
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